
▍Adjust machining diameter for milling process

▍Adjustable range for cutting diameter

 

 1.Do not use the fixed shaft of collet.
2.Take the scale on sleeve as a standard index.
3.Check the actual cutting diameter after adjustment.
4.Hole diameter varies per adjustment of center height.
5.Double check the hole diameter per recommended 

adjustment of center height.

! Notice:
▍Adjust the drill hole diameter for milling process

Please mark an index as a datum by yourself and make an adjustment per the scale on the eccentric collet.(see diagram 1)1

Rotate in direction of (+) to enlarge the diameter of cutting hole. 
Rotate in direction of (-) to smaller the diameter of cutting hole. 

2

Please use adjustable round bar of Ø3~Ø5mm which inserted into the slot for rotating the eccentric collet. 3

Set screw for side A of chuck: fasten screw at the slot opening area of eccentric collet.
Set screw for side B of chuck: slightly screw is enough (see diagram 2) 

4

Center height adjustment for lathe machining use▍

Adjustment methods.

Adjust lathe center height▍

▍

The lathe issue is most caused by the center height is out of position.
The center height is acceptable if there remains core of dia. 0.5mm on the end side of hole. 
Should adjust the center height if there are following condition
1. No core remained 2. Diameter of core is more than 1mm

(1) Let the scale of eccentric collet(for lathe use) be on the center of pin hole for coolant (drill head outside).
(2) Rotate in direction of "+" if no core existed.  
      Rotate in direction of "-"  if the core diameter is more than 1mm.

nto the slot for rotating the eccentric collet. (3) Please use adjustable round bar of ψ3~ψ5mm which inserted i
(4) When using the shank to fix the set screw, directly lock the drill head on the slot opening of eccentric collet. 

Adjustable range for center height (mm)

-0.15~+0.2

Adjustable range

31e.g. Ø mm  Drill head  

Ø 30.8

Min Max.

-0.2 +0.5

Ø 31.5
-0.2~+0.5

Adjustable range

adjustable scale

 Diagram 1  Diagram 2

Fasten the set screw for side
A of shank at indicated area. Sightly screw for side B of shank

at indicated area.

Please mark an index as a datum by yourself
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（Adjusting machining diameter range：-0.2~+0.5mm) 

 

 

 

 


